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As we explore various states and countries, through our various startup
incubator programs, we see money movement and the governments to follow.
However, cat teaches the lion everything but climb the tree. We are seeing
world domination, in power, Super elite white and yellow, moving up the chart,
but they are missing a few key ingredients - The brown and black super sauce.
Without that, there is no grounding, no public support. So we see huge
ambitions, coming out of the virus, California on fire, huge amount of
international rich population moving in San Francisco and San Jose area. But
they are missing the family. They are missing support of ambitious people.
Right now, anything good to touch, becomes an instant disaster, because
everybody is looking at it. Towns and towns are changing. Many deserted
towns and industries, Hollywood taken over by Netflix, gambling casinos went
under, basketball is infiltrated by venture capitals, people are moving. States
like Utah don't accept minorities, hence they will be paying large. California has
great acceptance of all people - People don't blame them for their misfortunes.
In Utah, blame is on the governor and mayors, for not teaching them
entrepreneurship and venture capital. The international people have moved
ahead. Nevada does much better because it's kind to people. Anything created
by money, eventually fades away. Only real emotions, prayers and wisdom will
dictate the future, the spiritual ledger and people will move, where they find
love - That is with their family.



Chapter: Migrating from Mount Shasta to Silicon Valley -
Yoga Society of San Francisco / Presidents vs 108
Upanishads

I stopped by in Calistoga and Sonoma on the way here – Thinking it’s going to be really busy
here in San Jose, compared to Mount Shasta. I needed a few days of adjustment period. The
energy is very different here, more about startups. I stopped by Yoga Society of San Francisco,
only for the president to be really bitchy, because the other president quit – They are missing his
energy, then they saw me coming in, while the president was in a board meeting. I parked my
car, and went for Indian food. 45 minutes later I come back, I think she was paranoid, “How dare
you? Never do it again.” I am thinking who gives her the privilege to talk to me like that … We
have an issue, because no yogi, Hindu or Indian, read the 108 Upanishads. She is a Sanskrit
teacher, never wrote a book, translates ancient Indian Sanskrit material, guarded by Brahmans.
Anyway, AZ called right away. He says, “is everything ok?” I said, I just stopped by Yoga
Society of San Francisco. They are dealing with a lot.

Chapter: Venture capital marketing: Social media
branding - Energy Projection - #startup #cookies, #donuts
and #coffee - tier psychology - #ukraine #nft #web3
#metaverse #f35 #lockeedmartin #usds #sfds

How to keep clean profiles on social media although before, very dark personalities. However
overtime, woke through monkey #dna. Need vaccine to handle Ukraine crises with proper
vaccine, validated by doctor, without yoga, tao and criminal behavior, makes them unhirable in
corporate world.

Chapter: Burn & Earn - Lifestyle choices, work ethic or
not - Minimum Wage working or not - College or not -



Asking family for #money or not - Clothing choices -
English choices - Handling problems - Immigration

We are seeing lots of changes in society due to COVID - Burn and earn is the pattern, how much
money you spend every money and how much you earn. If the burn is greater than earn,
homeless is the result. Many people, under massive debt, and now perhaps passed away, as
consequences of COVID. However, the threat of COVID is not done. Many families, are running
down to the ground, and countries like Pakistan, having no future. Afghanistan provides Kush
and many other viable products. Many countries like China, interested in the entrepreneurship
aspect of it. America is coming back for more Kush. If the earn is not there, most the
un-employee able are going to suffer. Immigration could only help if you can work.

Chapter: Leaving California in Search for Next Tech
Central, #Utah #Idaho #Texas & Florida due to #fire - No
#Insurance Burns from Mount Shasta to Tahoe - Social
Disruption between Minimum Wage Workers Terrorizing
#Startup #employees & #entrepreneurship

The decision for leaving California hasn't been easy. So many friends and memory, however with
current state of fire, and pyro cumulus clouds, hovering over California, it's a disaster for
investment. Hence, it's better to move where there are normal people, with regular behavior,
rather everyone playing artists - The reality of survival very dim, unless you migrate. The social
penalty for living conditions, paying enormous price, including mental health. The fires in
California, in the past, world's third largest economy, now the resources are spread out all over
the world.

Chapter: Venture capital - Entrepreneur DNA - Use Case /
Farmer - Base Class Cyber Security Internet Dashboard



Deal Flow - #ukraine #farmersmarket #nft #web3 #food
#startups #localfood

We have found 'farmer' to be the perfect archetype for entrepreneurship while migration begins.
The dress code, English hat, long leather jacket and khaki pants, to show venture association. The
hat displays product offering, the jacket, quality.

Chapter: Bitcoin vs NFT: Russia, China and United States
- Generation Z

With the latest adoption of NFT - Within a few months, on paper $2.5 billion market, which we
see as $4000 trillion is just the beginning of the tip of the iceberg that has already penetrated
deep into the social culture and mainstream - Americans are now moving into entrepreneurship
as a culture, based on crypto currency culture, behavior and social ethics. The hockey stick effort,
which the rest of the world now follows. What came at first as a financial engagement, is now a
social direction, for rest of the humanity to follow, coming out of the pandemic. Already, the out
of style, cash venture capitals are disolving, migration to other states, from California, where it
all started to places like Texas, where Austin is a major technology hub, and Miami, Florida,
where the whole state is re-arranged, thanks to the effort by PayPal Mafia venture capital, and the
city of Miami, Mayor and officials. All the way up to the governor, similar to California, where
all the economists on top are watching the progress. A proof of concept that has now become a
jackpot! A pattern that can be repeated in the construction of other cities and states in America,
validated by generation Z, grass roots Americans.

Chapter: Venture Capital Migrations - #miami #uk
#ukraine #startups #bitcoin #web3 #nft #metaverse

As many startup schools have been investing in London, England with CERN for the past year,
migrating among others to Miami, its a great time to move to Europe and make a lot of money.



Chapter: How will Silicon Valley, California change after
the move to Miami, Florida

Silicon Valley wasn't built by these venture capitalists that are moving from San Francisco to
Miami. To rewind the tape, whether pure white from America, who are considered Republicans,
or Democrats, who make partnerships outside America, for example, China, Russia, etc. and
bring outside money in as immigration. Silicon Valley belongs to everyone. However color is
color. No matter how long you live in America, could be thousands of years ago, you are not
American. This is what white America makes you feel, to it's own, black, brown and yellow. You
will never have the privilege, in their #whitelivesmatter view. Till they see someone like me,
brown, over qualified for any engineering job. Other engineers start peeing in their pants, when
they see me. I pitch for 3 minutes, other people die in their own miseries. I have interviewed
thousands, perhaps reaching a million at this point, or perhaps way more. I can tell these venture
capitalists to fuck off, and they are right in my face again, the next day. I feel they need
something from me. I am thinking the other way, how to unplug. It's your vibe. It's your
experience. It's your characters, that the lowly are always competing. We have all kinds of ways
to handle these situations. In this case, the venture capitalists are moving to Miami. They will be
missed, however will be available on the internet. Their leave is no risk to California.

Chapter: Venture capital Psychology - 6 Posts =
Explosion Bombs #mrna #nft #web3 #ukraine #metaverse
#eu #brexit #childhood #psychology #g20

As we make 6 posts and watch explosions in the trillion dollar crypto market.



Chapter: Cash vs Coin

Cash vs Coin Psychology: With the latest breakthroughs in brain interface technologies and
mRNA studies. The human connection of the senses, eyes, nose, ears, mouth, heart and brain has
changed. With ask for vaccines if the reality, non-pigmented, is hard to handle. There are many
ways to cope around that, like traveling to another country, e.g. England or local somewhere in
America, e.g. Texas. Stay with the vibe of California, and decentralize locally. The psychology
of coin has given us a brand new set of opportunities, that some are fast to grab, the others, slow.
Looking at each other for ideas, for their next move. However moving in synergy is better than
moving with competition. However, if matched by competition, it gives an advantage to study
that tier, and move it to your tier. However, cash is in denial. It's like being on the computer or
not, phone or not, facebook or not, choices. If you are not working with coin, you have to deal
with society pressures. Why and why not?

Chapter: Pioneering & #Immigration - Working in
#America vs #China, #Pakistan, #England, #India,
#Russia - Building #NFT #WEB3 #metaverse #mRNA -
Venture Capital returns - 10 years

With the latest breakthrough in NFT, WEB3, metaverse and mRNA technologies, the world is
changing. Based on competition, the money raised by venture capital, for over 12 years - The
Chinese penetration in the American economy, all the way up to IPO. But when the investment
model becomes global, i.e. Russian investment in Bitcoin, the world will do anything to protect
it's investment. However, when a design façade happens - It changes the core of ALL business
models. Imagine going from a black and white television to color TV. We faced the same kind of
problems. There are venture capital, betting on technology, and there are other investors, that are
attacking entrepreneurs, building the technology, doing all in their power, to break them. But
what kind of psychosis does this? Perhaps for the MOST HIGHLY competitive. But you still
have to explain to everyone, what you do every day. Besides, trolling and spying on the
innovators. But not pay a penny.



Chapter: Venture Capital Unhealthy - Sexual Harassment
/ Poor Diet, Fitness and Work Habits resulting in Social
awkward misfit - Cancel Culture #ukraine #nft - Retired
Actors

We have found that many venture capitals don't actually have a fund.

Chapter: Mount Shasta Experience / In the News

1. OK, I am talking to a friend, my good luck charm on January 1st. 2. This white trash with a
gun, tells my friend, "what are you doing here? Move it" 3. I called him a drunk, my friend called
him a red neck. 4. I went to get hot water, he had a camera ready. 5. I unzipped.

Chapter: Innovator's Problem: Chinese Gooks, Trolls and
Spies - #NFT #WEB3 #metaverse #g20 #cern #mrna

As we continue to work with NFT, metaverse, mMRNA and WEB3, we are seeing lots of cancel
culture. The Chinese investors, trying to understand the technology. The Indian entrepreneurs,
trying to code, looking for resources to build the technology. American venture capital, with deep
roots in Chinese venture capital and Government deals - Now pivoting, putting small money out
there, to flush out rest of American entrepreneurship. Meanwhile, there are other groups of
American venture capital, watching the show, and seeing how the United States Government will
act - Having been baited, by Chinese Scouts and Trolls, the Gooks that think - They own the
President of United States. A poor soul country, that innovates - Creates food for the
un-innovated, failure in business, life and social appeal.



Chapter: Venture Capital Analysis - Difference between
Good vs Evil - #web3 #nft #metaverse #immigration #eu
#brics #g20

As new settlements move into Europe, tao dragons accompanying them, towards startup schools,
creating new business and entrepreneurship.

Chapter: American 2021 - Venture Capital,
Entrepreneurship, eGovernance, Cyber Security and
Government Tech Monkeys

At Shop Ventures NFT, we recently took our international entrepreneurship program, spread
across California. We trained thousands of entrepreneurs, having already trained millions of
engineers, through a very successful career in Bay Area, California, where any venture capitalist
be a witness. "Do you know or heard of 'the ledger?'" will get you there. We went through
Nevada and Utah, searching for entrepreneurs, with founder institute, our mentor program
backing at us to Salt Lake City, Utah, with a 30 billion dollar fund. We pitched to very brilliant
Brigham Young University, send them to our startup accelerator, only to realize that only 30% of
the students in Provo, Utah go to BYU, compared to 90-95% when I was going to the University.
The city full of meth addicts in downtown. As soon as that discovery was made, we were
intruded by very interesting people at Starbucks, completely out of place. I pitched to them, and
they were in 'awww'. Because it's things they don't learn otherwise. It was scary to be on the
internet, almost like some Chinese system from the internet was connected to Starbucks. So we
came back to California, and we don't have that problem here.




